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During collaboration, individual users’ capacity to maintain awareness, avoid duplicate work and prevent conflicts depends
on the extent to which they are able to monitor the workspace. Existing access control models disregard this contextual
information by managing access strictly based on who performs the action. As an alternative approach, we propose managing
access by taking the visual attention of collaborators into account. For example, actions that require consensus can be
limited to collaborators’ joint attention, editing another user’s personal document can require her visual supervision and
private information can become unavailable when another user is looking. We prototyped visual attention-based access for 3
collaboration scenarios on a large vertical display using head orientation input as a proxy for attention. The prototype was
deployed for an exploratory user study, where participants in pairs were tasked to assign visual attention-based access to
various actions. The results reveal distinct motivations for their use such as preventing accidents, maintaining individual
control and facilitating group awareness. Visual attention-based access has been perceived as more convenient but also less
certain when compared to traditional access control. We conclude that visual attention-based access can be a useful addition
to groupware to flexibly facilitate awareness and prevent conflicts.
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INTRODUCTION

Concurrent input of multiple users on shared workspaces comes with the benefit of task parallelization, but also
introduces the challenge of maintaining coordination between multiple users, in particular, ensuring that the
work done by individual users is relevant to the joint activity and that individual users’ actions do not interrupt
others. The need for coordination led to research on “awareness”, which emerged both as a conceptual tool to
understand how multiple users coordinate their activities and as a design goal for groupware design [47]. A
design implication of awareness is making the actions and the state of individual users publicly available [17, 23].
At the same time, awareness depends on the active monitoring of actions by individual users as much as it depends
on their public availability [47]. Because human attention is limited, the public availability of information does
not guarantee individual users’ awareness of others’ actions. The disparity between what is visible and what
is monitored can be significant during episodes of attentional disconnect [21], or when the joint activity is
conducted on larger workspaces, where users visually attend to different regions of the workspace at a given time
[8, 32]. This has potential implications for design. Rather than assuming users’ awareness of public information,
the system can track users’ locus of visual attention and adapt the interaction accordingly.
In this paper, we investigate adapting the access rights based on how multiple users visually attend to the
interface and each other’s actions on a shared display. During collaboration, users can switch between working
on different tasks in parallel to working in tight coordination on the same screen region [29, 32, 53], leading to
different visual attention configurations. In return, actions can require varying degrees of oversight or consensus
based on their scope or reversibility. These demands have traditionally been satisfied by access control models
that are based on who performs the action (such as when editing or viewing rights are restricted to particular
users). In contrast, we investigate how traditional access control models can opportunistically be relaxed if users
are visually attending to each other’s actions. Consider a document that can only be edited by the document
owner under traditional access control. Access rights for the document can be relaxed to enable editing by other
users if the owner of the object is paying visual attention as visual monitoring increases owner’s capacity to
intervene and keep track of the changes. Similarly, certain commands that cause global changes in the workspace
can be restricted to input with joint attention to prevent interruptions to other users.

Fig. 1. An example of visual attention-based access: Actions can be configured to require the joint attention of multiple users.

In the rest of the paper, we motivate visual attention-based access by reviewing previous work on shared
workspaces and discuss how our work relates to the long-acknowledged ([17, 22]) trade-off between awareness
and individual power in groupware design. Then, we present a framework for visual attention-based access and
introduce 4 different access types based on their availability in solitary and joint attention situations. Universal
actions are available under any attention situation, consensual actions require the joint attention of all the relevant
users, supervised actions become available to other users during joint attention (under the supervision of a
particular user such as owner/supervisor) and private actions become unavailable during joint attention. We
conducted an exploratory study with 20 participants in pairs, where participants were instructed to assign these
access types to various actions (such as editing, moving, deleting) in 3 different task scenarios on a large vertical
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display that tracked their head orientation. The data from the study showed salient differences between user
preferences based on the type and scope of an action, as well as distinct reasons for assigning the same access type.
We draw on these findings to generate a list of design implications for future work. Overall, our contributions
include the novel concept of visual attention-based access, an initial framework for visual attention-based access
and empirical findings and design implications derived from the user study.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Visual Attention and Coordination on Shared Workspaces
To facilitate coordination, researchers often contrast two, sometimes competing approaches, namely allowing
users to coordinate their actions through dynamic self-organization or structuring the interaction through access
control, or “role-restriction”, mechanisms [17, 41]. Here, we outline these two approaches and discuss how they
relate to visual attention.
As a design approach, self-organization aims to increase users’ own ability to avoid conflicts and keep their
actions relevant. Because users’ capacity to self-organize depends on their knowledge about other users’ actions
and intentions, maintaining workspace awareness has been identified as an important goal [17, 22]. Most systems
rely on “passive awareness” mechanisms [17] that automatically make actions available to other users. On the
other hand, users’ awareness of publicly available information depends on their ability to monitor the workspace,
which is ultimately influenced by various design decisions. Here, designers of groupware systems are often
confronted with a trade-off between individual power and group awareness: The more flexibility and power
individual users have the less aware they are of each other’s actions [17, 22]. For example, the ability of individual
users to view different parts of the workspace at the same time (as in relaxed WYSIWIS [what you see is what
I see] interfaces) provides flexibility, but potentially decreases their awareness of others’ actions as they can
visually attend to different parts of the workspace. This led to various design interventions to work around the
trade-off and facilitate awareness while maintaining individual power [22]. Some of these interventions address
the challenge of divergent visual attention by indicating the visual attention of other users. For example, the
system can provide visual feedback about other users’ field of view through view windows [7] or multi-user
scroll bars [24]. These representations act as a rough estimate of other users’ visual attention, but more recent
work has employed eye tracking to make collaborators’ gaze points available to each other for remote [11, 13, 14]
and collocated (on a large shared display) collaboration [59]. Overall, these examples address the challenge of
divergent visual attention by facilitating awareness about other users’ attention, but do not alter the way user
actions are handled by the system.
Another design approach for coordination has been access control. Access control for groupware determines
the conditions under which computational resources become available. A well-known example of access control is
edit/view permissions for specific users or roles in online collaboration tools (e.g., [1, 2]). Such “access-matrix” or
“role-based” models, however, are not the only means for managing access (for a review, see [54]). For ubiquitous
computing applications, role-based models have been extended to take various contextual information (such
as the time of day or the location) into account, resulting in context-aware access models [12, 34]. Overall, an
important motivation for utilizing access control has been addressing security concerns during collaboration
[54], but as Dourish and Bellotti argue, access control also contributes to a heightened workspace awareness due
to decreased uncertainty about other users’ actions [17].
To summarize, while both design approaches foster awareness, they put different demands on users’ visual
attention. Relying on self organization, especially in the absence of established social protocols, introduces
uncertainty and requires situational awareness, which for many interfaces relies on visual monitoring. In contrast,
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awareness through access control can be achieved without users having to monitor each other’s actions, since rolerestriction rules out the possibility of another user performing unwanted actions or viewing private information.
On the other hand, the certainty provided by access control comes at the expense of individual power.
With visual attention-based access we aim to work around the trade-off between awareness and power by
relying on self-organization when users visually attend to an action and restricting access when they do not.
In doing so, we address what we identify as a gap in research: While previous work acknowledged the role of
access-control in fostering awareness [17], how traditional access control models can opportunistically be relaxed if
users are visually attending to each other’s actions has not been explored. Our approach is similar to context-aware
access models [12], but instead of location, presence or time, which has been the focus of earlier work on
ubiquitous environments, we focus on visual attention due to its significance for awareness.

2.2

Coordination on Single Displays

Single display groupware reflects the trade-off between awareness and power described above, but also comes
with particular considerations for coordination. Single display applications are technically WYSIWIS, since the
interface state is uniform across users. The uniformity of the interface and the visibility of off-screen actions
provide a common reference for users [22, 27, 53]. Thus, awareness on single displays has been treated as less
problematic when compared to remote collaboration on shared workspaces [22]. However, what is actually seen
by different users at a given time can diverge significantly due to the larger display size and users working in a
“loosely coupled” manner (i.e., independently on different interface regions without coordinating their actions
[29, 32, 53]). Coupling has been observed through different metrics such as task focus [29], spatial arrangement
around the display [53] and, most relevant for our study, visual attention area as measured by head orientation
tracking [32]. A general observation from these studies is the ease with which users fluidly switch between loosely
coupled individual work to tightly coupled joint work [29, 32, 53]. As with remote collaboration, different levels
of coupling on single displays come with various trade-offs. While loose coupling can facilitate fast, concurrent
work, it can also result in duplicate efforts due to lack of awareness [29] or decreased concern for building
consensus [8]. In a competitive use scenario, Birnholz et al. observe that concurrent input by multiple users on a
single display enabled fast task execution but also resulted in users acting more in their own interests (when
compared to single input) [8]. They explain this through the decreased likelihood of users to scrutinize others’
actions due to their preoccupation with their own input that has led to decreased awareness. Along the same
lines, Mayer et al., observe that competitive tasks result in an increased effort by participants to monitor the
whole display space [39]. The studies discussed so far focus on semi-public settings in a confined space within
a small group, but similar considerations have informed the design of public displays in urban environments
[19, 42, 44]. For example, Fischer and Hornecker regard public visibility of actions as one of the reasons that
people refrain from posting inappropriate content when interacting with urban media facades, but otherwise do
not report to what degree appropriate behavior relies on the presence, and thus the monitoring, of other people
[19].
Lack of customization for individual users is an additional source of conflict for single display interactions.
Previous work has documented instances when navigation and object manipulation actions performed by one
user interrupted another or when users competed for interaction area on public or semi-public displays [30, 44].
Users can to a certain extent avoid conflicts by assigning territories, employing turn-taking procedures or other
social protocols [19, 44, 48, 55]. Importantly, successful self-organization such as turn-taking assumes users’
awareness of contextual factors (e.g., who else is interacting with display or whether someone else is waiting in
the line [19, 44]). Even so, conflicts can still occur when users knowingly interrupt others [44].
Another line of research has taken a more structured approach to conflict avoidance on single displays. This led
to work on interaction mechanisms for conflict resolution [41] and providing access control in a way that is similar
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to access-matrix models in remote groupware but without having to rely on device-based login information. Thus,
previous work utilized hand gestures [58], touch capacitance [15, 40], fingerprint patterns [26] and proximity to
an interactive surface [4, 33, 56] to identify users and manage access. For example, manipulation of objects can be
restricted to touch actions by authorized users [26] or global changes can be programmed to require the parallel
input of all the users in the form of “cooperative gestures” [40]. Some previous work also utilize user input as a
proxy for visual attention to control view access permissions. For example, personal information can be shown
only when users gets close enough to the screen so that their body acts as a visual obstacle against information
voyeurism [56]. Additionally, various view-dependent projection [38], shutter glass [3, 36, 51] and proximity
aware [16] techniques have been developed to build multi-view tabletops that provide personalized views for
individual users on the same display. However, while various access mechanisms have been devised to determine
what items are editable or viewable by different users, managing access based on who visually attends to an
action or an object at a given time has not been explored. The closest work is the cooperative game GazeArchers
[45], which requires both users to look at moving targets when shooting. In this case, visual attention input is
used to add additional challenge, rather than to address awareness and conflict issues.

3

VISUAL ATTENTION-BASED ACCESS

Visual attention-based access determines what actions are available based on who visually attends the action. In
this section, we distinguish between solitary and joint attention situations during synchronous collaboration and
describe 4 different access types that are generated from their combination.

3.1

Visual Attention Situations

In contrast to previous observational studies that categorized attention patterns at the workspace level (how
different users visually attend to different areas and to each other) [29, 32, 53], our basic unit is a single visual
target; we are interested in how a specific visual target or action is visually attended to at a given time. This leads
to a basic distinction between solitary and joint attention situations (Figure 2).
Solitary attention refers to situations in which an item or action is visually attended to by a single user, while
other users are away or attending to another area of the workspace. In some cases, the attending user can be the
owner of the object, which requires special consideration for access management.
Joint attention refers to situations in which an item or an action is visually attended to by all the relevant
users.

Fig. 2. Examples of solitary and joint attention situations on a visual target at a given time.

3.2

Visual Attention-based Access Types

Actions can be assigned 4 different access types based on their availability in solitary and joint attention situations:
Universal actions can be accomplished under both attention situations. This access type can also be defined
as lack of any role restriction. Potential use cases are actions that are not very critical, that can be easily reversed
without serious consequences or when users’ self-organization alone is sufficient for coordination.
Consensual actions require joint attention to be accomplished. They expand on the concept of cooperative
gestures ([9, 10, 37, 40]), which require coordinated input from multiple users for the realization of certain actions
(such as actions that affect the whole workspace [40]). However, while cooperative gestures require synchronous
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Table 1. Types of actions that are available ( ), unavailable (-) or only available to a particular user (G
#) under solitary and
joint attention situations.

Action can be accomplished
Universal

Solitary Atten.

under any attention situation

Consensual

only under joint attention

-

Supervised

if object owner or supervisor is attending

#
G

Private

Joint Atten.

only if the owner is attending and no one else

#
G

-

manual input, consensual actions are based on visual attention. This is based on the assumption that monitoring
alone increases the capacity of users to intervene or prevent conflicts. Consensual actions potentially require less
effort when compared to manual consent mechanisms (e.g., cooperative gestures [40] or confirmation buttons),
since users can already be visually attending to the action. However, they are more restrictive than universal
access.
Supervised actions require the attention of a particular user (instead of all users as in consensual). They are
enabled for joint attention situations and also for solitary attention situations as long as the attending user has
special rights. Potential use cases are actions that can benefit from the awareness of a particular user such as the
supervisor of a session or owner of a document. When compared to traditional access rights management, which
strictly restricts actions to a specific user, supervised access relaxes access by enabling actions by others if the
particular user is monitoring. Both consensual and supervised actions are positive access criteria, because they
require the visual attention of certain user(s) for access.
Private actions can only be accomplished if a particular user (such as the owner) is attending and no one
else. The private access category is the counterpart of consensual access; it is a negative access criterion as
the action becomes unavailable during joint attention. While consensual and, to a certain extent, supervised
actions enforce awareness, private actions enforce privacy. Private access aims to limit “information voyeurism”
of private information or actions on public displays [52]. This makes it similar to other solutions that provide
personalized views for individual users (e.g., [3, 36, 51]), but instead of dedicated hardware, such as shutter glasses,
private access relies on visual attention information.
Table 1 summarizes the availability of each access type under different attention situations. Note that we so
far defined solitary and joint attention situations, respectively, as involving single and all relevant users. The
distinction is straightforward for two users, but it would be more appropriate to view solitary and joint attention
as a continuum for larger groups. In intermediary situations, such as when a subset of users is attending to an
action, the system can be either strict or flexible regarding how it grants access. For example, consensus can
strictly be interpreted as requiring the attention of all relevant users or, flexibly, a subset of users. We discuss
these different approaches later in the paper in terms of scalability.

3.3

Input Handling

When an initiated action is available for a given visual attention situation, the system grants immediate access by
executing the action promptly. A mismatch between the visual attention situation and the access type, however,
can be handled in different ways:
Restricting access entirely, without any further interaction, is the least complicated approach. It is also the
handling method we employed in the user study due to its straightforwardness.
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Deferring action execution until additional input is another method. For example, an action initiated by a
solitary user can be later confirmed by another user. When compared to full access restriction, deferring allows
for more individual power, but also comes at the expense of real-time awareness and associated risks such as
duplicate or irrelevant contributions.
Notifying other users is a real-time alternative to deferring. If a consensual action is initiated under solitary
attention, the system can evaluate whether other users are visually attending to the workspace. If so, the system
can provide a visual notification of the action near the users’ locus of visual attention to inform them about the
ongoing action (similar to previous work on gaze-adaptive visual feedback [49, 50] for single user applications).
Notifications work around the trade-off between power and awareness even further when compared to restricting
the action. On the other hand, they can introduce another long-acknowledged trade-off in groupware design,
namely the trade-off between awareness and disruption [28], especially when users would prefer to remain
focused on their individual tasks.

4

STUDY: VISUAL ATTENTION-BASED ACCESS PREFERENCES

Having defined different visual attention-based access types, the question remains how the framework can be
put into use in collaborative applications, specifically, which access type makes sense for a particular action
(such as editing or deleting an item) and on what grounds. We conducted an exploratory study to answer this
question and find out user preferences and motivations related to different access types. Participants (in pairs)
were tasked to decide which actions should belong to universal, consensual, supervised and private access types
as they completed three different use scenarios of project planning, brainstorming and document sharing. The
scenarios and their applications have been prototyped for a large vertical interactive display that was situated in
a meeting room.
While visual attention-based access can be prototyped using different hardware setups, we chose the interactive
whiteboard setup due to a number of practical reasons. First, we expected the collocated, single-display setup to
increase participants’ awareness of whether their input is performed under joint or solitary attention. Secondly, the
setup was chosen to facilitate verbal feedback and deictic references to elements on the workspace (e.g., pointing
to different elements while explaining their preferences) for data gathering purposes. In addition to providing
a clear solitary–joint attention distinction, the 2-user design ensured equal centrality for the participants, as
participants could position themselves to the left and right of each other.
The assignment of access types had instant effect, allowing the participants to immediately observe and test
the effects of their preference. Additionally, the joint nature of the assignment task enabled us to observe the
agreement process between the participant pairs (i.e., the participants’ externalized reasoning and discussions
about why a certain action should be available or unavailable for different attention situations). Overall, the
research questions that motivated the study were:
(1) What are the access type preferences for different actions?
(2) What are the motivations reported by participants as they assign access types to different actions?
(3) How do the particular qualities of visual attention-based access manifest in participant preferences and
interactions?

4.1

Apparatus

The study has been conducted on a 2,05 × 1,20 meter vertical interactive surface consisting of three adjacent
displays, each with a resolution of 1080 × 1920 pixels. The displays were able to distinguish between touch
and pen input using IR image recognition. In all of the applications, pen input was mapped to editing content
while touch input was mapped to moving the elements on the screen. Both could be used for other actions that
are accomplished by buttons. Head position and orientation of users were tracked (Figure 3), by an OpenCV
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application that detects head-worn markers using a web camera (running at 640 × 480 pixel resolution) mounted
at the ceiling. Both touch and head tracking data were transmitted to the web-based whiteboard applications
through web sockets. We determined whether a visual area is attended by a participant by scoring the visual
attention information using visual angle (θ ) and distance (d) values between the head and the target on the screen
(Figure 3). The participants’ gaze points were made visible on the screen to indicate how the system sensed their
visual attention.

Fig. 3. Detection of head position and orientation in relation to the vertical interactive screen. We determined whether a
participant is attending to a target by scoring the visual angle (θ ) and distance (d) values between the head and the target on
the screen.

4.2

Scenarios

The multiple-application design of the user study was intended to observe the potential commonalities in user
preferences across actions in 3 different scenarios (Table 2). The tasks have been created so that participants
could accomplish them without any need for specific knowledge, by drawing on their daily experiences.
4.2.1 Project Planning (PP). The first scenario involved creating different “to-do” elements for a hypothetical
project that aims to “decrease the energy consumption of households in Helsinki”. The project planning scenario
and related actions was inspired by the use of whiteboards in agile and scrum software development methods, in
which different tasks are represented as cards that can be assigned to different individuals [18, 20]. The application,
in total, supported 11 actions to which participants were instructed to assign access types. 8 of these actions were
element based including adding, editing, viewing, moving, changing the owner of and deleting to-do elements and
editing and viewing a personal calendar that was assigned to each participant. The remaining 3 actions were
global and included aligning all to-do elements (that vertically positioned them based on their owners), deleting
all to-do elements and exiting the session.
4.2.2 Brainstorming (B). The second scenario required participants to brainstorm for content ideas for a
website about “life in the city” by writing their ideas on post-its. In contrast to to-do elements in the project
planning task, post-its did not have any owners. The application supported 7 actions. Five of these actions were
element based including adding, editing, viewing, moving and deleting post-its. The remaining 2 actions were
global and included deleting all post-its and exiting the session.
4.2.3 Document Sharing (DS). The last scenario involved sharing personal documents for a magazine layout
project. This scenario builds on previous research that investigated access management for personal media on
shared displays (e.g., [30, 40, 46]). The application allowed participants to place different personal elements from
a menu including two article drafts (the participants were told that they had composed the articles), one personal
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Table 2. Overview of use scenarios and the list of object-level and global actions for each application. In each of the use
scenarios the participants were instructed to “Discuss and assign attention based access rights for different items and action”.

Task description

Action list

Project planning. Imagine that you are tasked
to make a plan and different “to-do” items for a
project that aims to decrease the energy consumption of households.

To-do (object): add, draw/edit, view, move, change
owner, delete
Personal calendar (object): edit, view
Global: align all to-dos, delete all to-dos, exit session

Brainstorming. Imagine that you are in a brain- Post-it (object): add, draw/edit, view, move, delete
storming session about gathering new ideas to Global: delete all post-its, exit session
make a website about life in the city of X.
Document sharing. Imagine that you are work- Document (object): annotate, view, move, remove
ing on a layout project that require you to go over Global: pile all media, remove all media, exit session
your own documents.
bookmark element and one personal note element. While the other two applications required participants to
create content from scratch, all of the elements in the document sharing scenario had an owner and were
pre-configured but could be annotated on. Overall the application supported 7 actions. Four of these actions were
element-level including annotating, viewing, moving and removing documents. The remaining 3 actions were
global and included piling all media (moving all the documents to the left-hand side of the screen), removing all
media and exiting the session.
Note that, the three applications featured elements with different levels of ownership. To ensure the relevance
of supervised and private access types for global actions and elements with no owners, the participants could
assign a general “session master” who could act as a substitute for the owner. Overall, the actions across different
applications can be analyzed through these two dimensions:
Element-level/Global: Previous work distinguished between element-level (e.g., editing a single element) and
global actions (e.g., piling up all the elements on the workspace) on shared workspaces [40]. We were interested
in observing whether participants would select higher attention demand access types (consensual and supervised)
for actions with global scope, in other words, whether previous insights from cooperative gestures ([40]) would
extend to visual attention-based access.
Action typology: While scenarios involved different elements, the actions they support can be grouped under
different typologies such as editing, viewing, moving or deleting. Crucially, different actions types had different
levels of reversibility; moving or creating new elements could easily be reversed, but deletion was irreversible. We
expected irreversible actions such as deletion to be assigned more restrictive access types (instead of universal).
Additionally, some actions such as moving or drawing result in gradual changes that enable the other participant
to intervene, while others such as deletion result in discrete and sudden changes. To make these two types of
actions comparable, discrete actions required a continuous press on the button for 1 seconds, accompanied by a
horizontal progress bar for visual feedback.

4.3

Access Type Control Panel

Participants could select an access type for an action anytime during the session through a contextual control
panel (Figure 4) by pointing at one of the 4 access types. We had initially implemented a central menu to control
the access types of all the instances of the same action, but during pilot studies this proved to be too abstract and
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not flexible enough to match the evolving and element-specific participant preferences. Thus, we opted for an
object-based control interface that contextually appeared under the related interface element.

Fig. 4. Each element (such as the post-it element on the left) or the global action menu (right) had a collapsible “Access rights”
menu that allowed participants to assign and modify their access preferences for different actions by pointing at one of the 4
access types using touch or a pen. The “duplicate” option allowed the creation of an item with the same access preferences.
By default, the access configuration for all actions were set to universal. Other buttons allowed switching between drawing
and erasing modes, as well as deleting the element.

4.4

Procedure

Each session started by introducing the purpose of the study, the interaction basics and the access type control
panel to the participants. The participants were then given a demonstration of how different access types
(universal, consensual, supervised and private) behave differently in each of the visual attention situations. After
participants felt comfortable with interaction basics and understood access types (after 5–10 minutes), they
proceeded to complete the tasks for each scenario in the order of 1) project planning, 2) brainstorming and 3)
document sharing. The scenarios were respectively allocated 30, 15 and 15 minutes, based on their complexity
and the amount of actions that need to be assigned different access types (Table 2). Apart from the task and time
constraint, the sessions were unstructured. The participants could perform different actions and change their
access type preferences anytime during the task, allowing them to experience and discuss different configurations
before making a final decision. Additionally, each application featured two draggable information sheets as a
reminder of different access types and the task. The participants were instructed to assign access types jointly
(except for personally owned items) in order to make them take different considerations into account and observe
their verbal reasoning.
Toward the end of each task, the participants were asked to finalize their preferences for actions and explain why
they assigned the particular access types for different actions. After completing all of the tasks, the participants
were interviewed about their general impression of visual attention-based access. The sessions approximately
took one and a half hours.

4.5

Data Collection

The system logged participants’ access type assignment actions and their final preferences. Additionally, the sessions were video-recorded to observe participants’ interactions and discussions. The videos were later transcribed
to link participants’ interactions and discussions with their access type assignment actions. The semi-structured
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post-study interview inquired about participants’ overall impression of visual attention-based access by drawing
on their experiences and how they compare it with traditional access control.

4.6

Participants

20 participants (9 female), aged 18 to 35 (m = 26.4, sd = 4.5), were recruited for 10 sessions through university
email channels and bulletin boards. The participants included 11 undergraduate and master level students, 7
researchers (PhD candidate and post-doc) and 2 designers (1 front-end developer and 1 interaction designer).
Participants, on average, reported moderate previous experience with brainstorming (m = 3.3, in a scale of 1–5),
project planning (m = 3.1) and sharing personal media (m = 3.2). They were compensated with two cinema ticket
vouchers and their informed consent was collected for data logging and video recording.

5

RESULTS

We present the quantitative results based on log data and qualitative results derived from participant comments
and actions. The qualitative results are denoted by the session number and the initials of the scenario during
which the comment has been recorded (a participant remark recorded in session 4 during project planning
scenario is indicated as “S4, PP” and only as “S4” for data from the final interview).

5.1

Access Type Assignment Process

In many cases, the assignment of a specific access type for an action was the result of participants’ ongoing
interactions with each other and the prototype. Although the sessions were unstructured, we observed that the
assignment process was often influenced by 3 different factors:
Discussions among participants were observed in the form of references to prior experiences (e.g. workplace
meetings or student committees) and verbal reasoning about why a specific action should be assigned a particular
access type. Some of the arguments were presented as practical considerations. For example, in one session a
participant questioned the other participant’s idea of assigning a supervised access type: “But this supervised still
gives some possibility of misuse that one will change or two will change secretly... I think maybe it should be mostly
consensual” (S1, PP). In other cases, they were presented as personal preferences. For example, in the following
exchange, participants (S2, PP) were expressing their priorities (in this case awareness vs. privacy) when deciding
on whether viewing personal calendars should be private or supervised:
A: It is good that you can look my calendar so you know.
B: No, I don’t want anyone to look my calendar it is my own private stuff.
Practical implications of assignments were another resource for deciding on a particular access type, as the
prototype allowed participants to immediately experience the effects of their assignment. In some cases, the
practical implications led to a revision of the initially assigned access type. In one session (S3, B), participants
assigned consensual access to moving a post-it, but the assignment later proved to be impractical. This first led to
a help request from the other participant and then to a revision of the original assignment:
B: Can you look this way?
A: Ok [A comes near B]
B: The consensual moving is really... [B reverts moving back to universal]
Progression of the task led to changes in participants’ access preferences for some elements. For example,
for to-do and post-it items it was common for participants to start editing the element with the default universal
access type setting (that provides the least restriction) and then modify the access type once the element content
was filled in.
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Quantitative Results: Distribution of Final Access Preferences

We logged 1002 access type assignments for different actions from the final state of the application interfaces
across the sessions. The number of assignments varied between sessions (min = 82, max = 166, sd = 24.3), as
participants created different amounts of to-do (m = 5.8, sd = 2.3) and post-it (m = 6.3, sd = 3.4) elements. Thus, to
calculate the overall access type distribution, we report the grand means that are aggregated within each session.
Table 3 provides an overview of how access types were assigned to different actions.
We analyzed the distribution of access preferences for different kind of actions based on element-level–global
distinctions and action typology. The data show salient differences between user preferences for these two
dimensions across different applications. Universal access, which provides the least restriction, was rarely
assigned to element-level delete (7.1%) and never to global delete actions, but it was overwhelmingly common
for creating new items (95.0%). Universal access was also frequently assigned to view (72.3%) and element-level
move actions (68.6%). On the other hand, the results show a high preference for consensual access for actions
with global scope such as exiting the session (56.7%), global deletion (76.7%) and aligning elements (35%). For
comparison, the preference for consensual access was lower for element-level delete (35.4%) and move (7.3%)
actions. Instead, we recorded a higher incidence of supervised and private access for element-level actions (Table
3). These results are in line with previous design insights that propose joint control for actions with global scope
[40] and our expectation that elements such as delete will be assigned more restrictive access types.
We also observed a degree of co-occurrence between different action types that belong to the same element,
when we collectively analyzed to-do (n = 58), post-it (n = 63) and document (n = 80) elements that all supported
editing, viewing, moving and deletion actions (Figure 5). For example, for elements that had editing actions set to
private access (n = 35), a high proportion of them would also be assigned private access for deletion (n = 27),
viewing (n = 23) and moving (n = 15). On the other end of the spectrum, for elements that had deletion action
set to universal access (n = 13), a majority of them would also be assigned universal access for moving (n = 12),
viewing (n = 9) and editing (n = 8). Thus, participants’ access preferences for certain actions can help infer their
preferences for other actions that belong to the same element.

Fig. 5. Two examples of co-occurrence: The distribution of access types for different actions of the same element when
editing is set to private (left) and when deletion is set to universal (right). The data is across to-do, post-it and document
elements. Each continuous line represents a group of elements that have the same access control settings for 4 action types.

The distribution data provide us with a summative view of overall patterns. However, it does not answer
what accounts for the differences between user preferences for the same actions and interesting patterns in
the data. For example, while the assignment of private access to view actions is foreseeable, we also recorded
many instances in which private access has been assigned to manipulation actions and in rare cases even to
actions with global scope such as global delete (3.3%). Below we report qualitative data that give insights about
participants’ reasoning when assigning different access types.
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Table 3. Access right preferences for different actions in different scenarios across all sessions. The number of individual
to-dos and post-its varied between different sessions. Thus, the results show grand means that are aggregated within each
session. The bottom block shows the aggregated grand means based on action type.

Access Preferences (%)

Project planning

Action

Univ.

Cons.

Supv.

Priv.

Create
Edit
View
Move
Transfer
Delete

90.0
22.8
89.5
60.8
19.0
8.0

10.0
26.8
4.0
11.3
11.3
34.3

0.0
45.9
0.8
27.0
58.1
51.2

0.0
4.5
5.7
0.8
11.7
6.5

Edit
View

15.0
45.0

10.0
0.0

25.0
25.0

50.0
30.0

Move
Delete
Exit

60.0
0.0
30.0

30.0
80.0
60.0

10.0
20.0
10.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

Create
Edit
View
Move
Delete

100.0
64.8
94.6
87.3
8.2

0.0
15.8
0.0
8.2
63.0

0.0
15.4
1.2
1.2
25.0

0.0
4.1
4.1
3.2
3.8

Delete all post-its Global
Exit session Global

Delete
Exit

0.0
20.0

70.0
50.0

30.0
30.0

0.0
0.0

Annotate document Element
View document Element
Move document Element
Remove document Element

Edit
View
Move
Delete

30.0
60.0
57.5
5.0

2.5
0.0
2.5
8.8

32.5
16.2
10.0
27.5

35.0
23.8
30.0
58.8

Pile all media Global
Remove all media Global
Exit session Global

Move
Delete
Exit

30.0
0.0
0.0

40.0
80.0
60.0

30.0
10.0
40.0

0.0
10.0
0.0

Create
View
Move
Move
Edit
Transfer
Exit
Delete
Delete

95.0
72.3
68.6
45.0
33.1
19.0
16.7
7.1
0.0

5.0
1.0
7.3
35.0
13.8
11.3
56.7
35.4
76.7

0.0
10.8
12.8
20.0
29.7
58.1
26.7
34.6
20.0

0.0
15.9
11.4
0.0
23.4
11.7
0.0
23.0
3.3

Add to-do
Draw / edit to-do
View to-do
Move to-do
Change owner to-do
Delete to-do

Level

Type

Element
Element
Element
Element
Element
Element

Edit calendar Element
View calendar Element

Document sharing

Brainstorming

Align all to-dos Global
Delete all to-dos Global
Exit session Global
Add post-it
Draw / edit post-it
View post-it
Move post-it
Delete post-it

Element
Element
Element
Element
Element

Element
Element
(Element)
(Global)
Element
Element
Global
(Element)
(Global)

Univ.

Cons.

Supv.

Priv.
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Table 4. Summary of participant comments for different motivations for assigning different access types.

Motivation

Example comment

Universal

Unimp./Reversible

“...but this one the edit is universal just because it is not that as important as
such and somebody can expand on it.” (S10, PP)
Convenience “...but while we are setting up this plan because we are alone in this room we
can keep this as universal for usability.” (S9, PP)
Trust / Cooperation “This should be a list that everyone should be able to add to when they figure
something out so I let it as universal. I trust my colleagues.” (S5,PP)
Awareness (view) “I also want everybody in this room to see what I have written here because it
is some common data useful for project.” (S9, PP)

Consensual

Prevent accidents
Agreement
Group awareness

“Consensual actions is really good because you would accidentally you know
destroy stuff from the screen if you are not both looking.” (S6)
“I would say consensual makes sense in the sense that we all agree that we
save and quit unless there is some hierarchy...” (S9, PP)
“Consensual is pretty nice for something like this ... like we are planning to be
there make sure that everybody is aware of what is happening.” (S3)

Private

Supervised

Permission

5.3

“yes you can not remove it without my permission and yeah that is fine right.”
(S2, DS)
Owner’s awareness “If you made a mistake in your work it can be supervised and you can see the
person modifying your content.” (S7, DS)
Scalable “This is more like a topic which can be debated upon a lot so instead of making
it consensual... I think it is up to the chair it should be.” (S4, B)
Privacy
Non-attention acc.

“If you have ideas that you are not certain of yet and you don’t want others to
bother you about them...” (S5, B)
“For me editing calendar is private I want to do it myself.” (S4, PP)

Qualitative Results

We analyzed the video recordings and post-study interviews through an open coding process to classify
observations and participants’ statements for each access type. This was followed by the grouping of participant
statements to identify distinct motivations within each access type (Table 4). The analysis particularly focused on
how participants referred to the specific affordances of visual-attention based access control.
5.3.1 Visual Attention-based Access for Preventing Conflicts. As expected, a common motivation for assigning
consensual and supervised access types was conflict prevention in the absence of joint attention. Consensual
access has been frequently assigned to actions with global scope (Table 3). Participants stressed that they “have to
both agree to end it [the session]” (S7, PP) or stated that “if I want to delete all to-dos it means that everyone agrees
on something” (S4, PP). Besides maintaining agreement, another motivation for consensual access was preventing
accidents: “ I don’t think anyone should be able to delete all of them easily so we should all be there to see” (S2, B).
In a few instances, consensual access was assigned after the action of one participant interrupted the other (to
prevent further interruptions): “If it troubled you we should do it... so they can pile only if it is consensual” (S2, DS).
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Participants similarly used supervised access type to prevent unwanted actions and described it as a “permission”
mechanism: “I don’t want you to move this without my permission” (S5, PP). Another participant stated that “... it
is better to have this supervised access types so the other could not delete it [personal task] or change it as he wants”
(S6, PP).
Conversely, lack of need for conflict prevention can partially explain the reasoning behind universal access.
Universal access has frequently been preferred for creating, moving and viewing elements (Table 3). Actions
such as creating new objects or moving are easily reversible, and this was reflected in participant comments:
“Anyone in principle can add stuff because we can always delete stuff” (S2, PP). A related motivation was the
cooperative setting of the task: “If it is a competition, I would understand using them [private access] but this is just
like brainstorming and creating to-do together” (S8, PP). Another participant stated that both of them “are on the
same side it does not make sense that there is some guy with malicious intent” (S2, B).
5.3.2 Visual Attention-based Access for Maintaining Awareness. In some cases, however, consensual and
supervised access types have been motivated not through conflict prevention but as a means for facilitating
awareness. In these cases, the participants utilized visual attention-based access restrictions as a way to ensure
that the action performed will be attended by themselves or the group. For example, in one session participants
set “change owner” to consensual so that “we know who is actually in charge of this” (S10, PP). During the task
and later in the interview, consensual access was suggested as an explicit tool for enforcing the attention of the
group, to help the “group to focus on the single thing when needed” (S10, PP). In another example, one participant
assigned supervised access to moving: “I would like to know where this goes... so it [moving] should be supervised
by me.” (S5, DS). Even though moving is easily reversible, supervised access makes tracking the changes easier by
increasing the restrictions on the other user.
In these instances participants traded individual power with awareness. On the other hand, restrictions to
individual power were also perceived as inconvenient. For example, one participant described consensual moving
as a “big hassle to have every one look at same place even if it is just two of us. I noticed that when I was not being able
to move stuff” (S3). Accordingly, a lack of restrictions to individual power can explain the preference for universal
access, which was perceived as convenient: “This is like nothing right now ... Because universal is the most easiest
setting I guess ... this is not an idea that is necessary for this ... like random stuff” (S8, PP). One participant stated
that he would be willing to prioritize easy editing at the expense of awareness: “Okay, I changed it to universal
because at the moment I want to add ideas I am putting an input and if the people are not aware at the time of
putting the input it is okay” (S4, PP).
5.3.3 The Influence of Element Content. Our observations and participant remarks during the session revealed
that the content of individual items can partly account for the variance of access types within element-level
actions. In project planning and document sharing tasks, we observed that newly created items (with no content)
were often left in their default universal access and were assigned another access type only after participants
filled in some content. In some cases, access rights remained universal even after editing due to the unimportance
of the content, such as such as for “temporary ideas” (S9, B) or “random stuff” (S8, PP). As the task progressed,
participants set aside certain items as their “general schedule” (S1, PP), “best ideas” (S7, B) or things “they both
agreed on” (S5, B) and assigned consensual access to the actions associated with the item.
On the other hand, supervised access type was often motivated by the personal content of the element: “And
those ones are more supervised because it is our actual personal tasks” (S7, PP). In these cases, participants stressed
the need for their visual attention for accessing the document: “Because they are [pointing to his articles] articles
if anyone wants to make change to this I have to be there to see what is happening” (S4, DS). Supervised access
has also been assigned to view actions (Table 3). In one instance, this was motivated by preventing other people
from viewing personal information first: “... cause sometimes in the office you come to the calendar and people have
already seen how your days are going to look like...” (S10, PP). The same consideration also explains the assignment
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of private access. Participants referred to certain items as “personal stuff” or “personal notes” and made viewing
these elements private: “my bookmarks should also be private, no one can view it” (S4, DS).
5.3.4 Private Access as a Proxy for Traditional Access. Even though personal content of an item was a reason
for assigning private access, we also found counter-examples to this motivation, particularly when private access
has been assigned to actions other than viewing. For example, one participant explicitly ruled out privacy as a
concern when assigning private access type: “It is not other person should not see it... because it is my bookmarks so
I want to be the only person who can delete it from the screen.” (S7, DS). We also recorded other statements that
emphasize limiting the access to the owner: “I don’t want anyone else to be able to edit them, because this is my
own personal text” (S5, DS). Unlike supervised actions, private actions are strictly restricted to a single person as
they become unavailable if another person is visually attending. This also minimizes the risk of giving unwanted
access. One participant highlighted this aspect of private access as a reason for selecting it over supervised access:
“talking about private stuff that you don’t want to have anyone else access to it seems like you can accidentally give
someone access, but if it is private then it is really private” (S3).
We classify this use of private access as attempts by participants to manage permissions in a way that is similar
to traditional access control, namely based on who performs the action rather than who attends to the action. In
other words, participants assigned private access not due to privacy concerns but to strictly restrict access to
themselves. While private access can be used in this way, it comes with disadvantages that we observed during
the session. When another user is visually attending to the same area, private access either requires him or her
to look away or it unnecessarily restricts the access of the owner. This has been highlighted as a shortcoming
of visual attention-based access during one post-task interview: “... so there is private you can edit the document
when no one is looking... in supervised everyone else can when you are looking... but there should be like that kind of
private if someone is looking you can edit but he can’t” (S7). We, therefore, interpret this use of private access as a
shortcoming of visual attention-based access control.
5.3.5 Scalability. Even though the study involved two users, participants reflected on the scalability of joint
attention for consensual access, particularly the difficulties that can occur for larger groups. One participant
described the situation as “hard to get everyone involved at the same time then it is hard to make any decisions”
(S5). Another participant stated “If there is two of us, consensual is easy but if there is tens of like 20 coworkers it is
hard everyone has to be present to do all of this and it is kind of unnecessary” (S8, PP).
The concerns about scalability can also explain the assignment of supervised access to actions with global
scope (such as global deletion or exiting the session) when there is a session master. Instead of requiring the
visual attention of all users (as in consensual), participants proposed using supervised access for global actions:
“If it is consensual then when we exit session everyone should still be here but if supervised someone can leave little
early” (S1, PP). While supervised access can be used to address scalability issues, participants also suggested
alternative solutions for larger groups during the post-task interviews, such as dividing the users into subgroups
(“I think there should be groups, you can include group 1, 2, 3 and put there some people.”, S2) or employing degrees
of consensus among the user group (“if we are five people we choose who is consensual, it can be consensual between
two of us or all five.”, S10).
5.3.6 The Trade-off between Convenience and Certainty. During the final interview, participants were also
asked to give their general impression of visual attention-based access and compare it to dedicated confirmation
mechanisms (to make this more concrete participants were given the examples of hitting confirmation buttons
on personal devices or a shared screen). Not having to provide manual input was described as convenient: “It is
very convenient because we don’t have to move our hands just look.” (S6). This was related to avoiding another step:
“It may be more natural, I think, visual based [access]. When you have to push a button or receive something on your
phone there is another step that adds to it and if you are doing it with visual based access right it can be quicker.”
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(S7). On these occasions visual attention-based access was compared favorably with explicit confirmations: “You
have freedom everyone looks at the screen and I am gonna delete this and do this... if everyone is confirming then it is
a lot bigger process.” (S6).
On the other hand, visual attention-based access was at times described as uncertain. This was related to the
perceived uncertainty of measuring attention (“It seems a bit less exact to be... measuring attention does not seem
quite that exact way to manage the right...”, S3) and potential cheating by users (“or if you tried to spy on, is it
based on head position right? You can kind of cheat.”, S6). Participants also stated that “explicit confirmation can
be more legally suitable” (S4) and for some situations “ there should be a second layer of authorization” (S5). One
participant’s comment directly pointed to a trade-off between convenience and certainty: “When I am touching it,
requires that I go and touch something. It is much more certain kind of manifestation of my attention so it requires
effort from the user then the level of certainty increases also. Whereas this gaze-based attention inference it decreases
this certainty thing so it could be that I am looking there, but I might just be thinking and not paying attention. But
on the other side, it also helps fluidity of the interaction, and it does not enforce users to make explicit actions but is
somehow like... could be much more blended in the interaction” (S9).

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Main Findings and Design Implications
In this section, we summarize the main findings from the study from which we derive various design implications
that can be explored in future work.
6.1.1 Participants Employed Visual Attention-based Access Types to Maintain Agreement and Owner’s Control.
Consensual and supervised access were chosen over universal and private access types when participants were
willing to grant access as long as they were visually attending to the action. In these cases, visual attention-based
access was perceived as a sufficient means for conflict prevention.
• This finding suggests that manual confirmation mechanisms proposed in earlier work such as collaborative
gestures for global-level actions [40] or touch confirmations [26] can partly be substituted with visual
attention-based access. On the other hand, designers should be aware of the uncertainties introduced by
visual attention-based access when deciding on to what extent and how they can replace traditional access
control.
6.1.2 Granting Access with Head-orientation Was Found Convenient but Uncertain. Not having to manually
touch the screen for confirmations was highlighted as a convenient feature. At the same time, visual attentionbased access introduced uncertainty that was attributed both to a mismatch between head orientation and
participants’ actual locus of visual attention and also to situations when visual attention does not indicate
awareness (i.e., when participants remarked that they may be looking but not paying cognitive attention). One
strategy that participants employed to overcome uncertainty was the use of private access as a proxy for traditional
access control. However, as we observed, this strategy comes with the disadvantage of unnecessary restrictions
either to the owner’s access or to other users’ awareness. Thus, future work should consider alternative design
options like those proposed below.
• One design approach is decreasing the level of uncertainty by employing more accurate measures of visual
attention such as eye tracking [35]. Another approach would be to develop input handling techniques that
account for the uncertainty when inferring visual attention from behavioral data. For example, the required
level of certainty about users’ visual attention can vary depending on the action type; that is, deleting
an item can require a higher threshold of certainty when compared to editing. Uncertainty can also be
managed by letting the users know about how the system perceives their visual attention. In the current
study, this was achieved by showing users their head orientation on the screen as a circle, but insights from
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eye movement research warn that salient representations of visual attention can be intrusive [59]. A more
acceptable solution would be providing subtle cues on items that indicate who is visually attending to an
item and what actions are available. Finally, the interface can provide additional means for overriding or
undoing an action (e.g. cancel buttons) to handle situations where awareness does not equate consent.
• An alternative approach could be using visual attention-based access complementary to traditional access
models instead of a complete replacement. For example, private manipulation actions such as editing can
be managed using traditional access control models if the system is able to determine who performs the
action (e.g., through touch identification, proximity or personal input devices).
6.1.3 Participants Assigned Access Types Not Only for Conflict Prevention but Also for Facilitating Awareness.
In some situations, participants preferred supervised and consensual types not for preventing conflicts but as
a means to ensure that the owner/supervisor is aware of the action or to direct other users’ attention. This is
an interesting finding as it provides a counter-example to our conceptualization of access management as an
implicit effect of visual attention. Instead, users can deliberately utilize access control mechanisms in order to control
awareness.
• When implementing visual attention-based access designers and researchers should be sensitive to user
adaptations that can emerge once detailed measures of awareness becomes part of the interaction. Although
not observed in this study, of interest is how actionable use of awareness information in groupware would
affect users’ privacy concerns, their methods for creating accountability and “plausible deniability” (the
ability to perceive information without being held accountable [25, 43]).
6.1.4 Both Action Type and Interaction History Were Relevant for Visual Attention-based Access. The study
featured fine-grained access controls for data-gathering purposes, but this level of fine grained control can be
too demanding considering that most online collaboration tools make a basic edit and view access distinction.
However, we observed that access type assignments were to a certain degree influenced by the action type and
interaction history of the item, such as the assignment of consensual access once the item content is agreed by
both users.
• A possible design implication of this is potential automation of access types based on interaction history.
The system can keep track of the visual attention situations in which an item is created or edited and adapt
the access type accordingly. For example, an item that is created under joint attention can automatically
be assigned universal view access, or an item that is edited under joint attention can require the visual
attention of the same users for further modifications. Similarly, the access rights for viewing an item can
be extended to other users who had already viewed the item under the owner’s supervision. Furthermore,
access types can be clustered based on the user preference data to simplify user choice (e.g., if editing an
object is set to private, then the system can automatically assign the same access to deletion).
6.1.5

Strict Consensus Is Likely to Be Challenging in Larger Groups.

• Another take-away is that although visual attention-based access can be more convenient when compared
to manual confirmations, strictly requiring the joint attention of multiple users can be arduous. One possible
solution is to configure consensual action to work with lower thresholds of joint attention such as the
majority of users or with a minimum number of supervising users, such as when an action requires the
attention of at least this/these person(s). The threshold can be configured dynamically based on the action
type, since actions like deleting can be more critical than editing or moving. Another possible solution that
is not explored in the current study is to employ alternative input handling techniques such as notifying
other users instead of denying access.
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Limitations and Directions for Future Work

Although our study was limited to two user interactions, we envision the use of visual attention-based access for
larger groups and other physical settings. Previous studies suggest that increased number of individuals and
multiple groups working in parallel can result in even more fragmented visual attention [31, 57]. Horizontal
and vertical displays surfaces can come in various sizes and configurations that facilitate different levels of
collaboration and visual monitoring [5]. The current study setting (single-wall display in a meeting room) ensured
that the two participants were always in the proximity of each other, and could peripherally monitor the shared
space and reorient their attention with relative ease. These conditions might not be valid for larger groups
working on distributed or larger shared spaces. Even though the identified user motivations can help inform
design work for other settings, the generalizability of user preferences observed in the current study remains an
issue for future work, and partly depends on how flexibly joint attention is implemented for larger groups.
We also implemented visual attention-based access for collocated and synchronous interactions. Thus, our
exploration of visual attention-based access only covers a single quadrant of the traditional groupware time/space
matrix. However, visual attention situations and the access types framed in the paper equally apply to remote
collaborations. For example, edit and view rights are often used in remote collaboration tools [1, 2], but we
know of no tool that allows extending editing rights to other users based on whether the owner(s) is paying
attention. Implementing similar mechanisms, however, would require taking additional factors into account.
First, unlike collocated collaboration where the physical constraints of the space naturally limit the amount of
users, many people can act on the same workspace area during remote collaboration. Keeping track of massively
concurrent input that can be the case for remote collaboration is a challenge even when the user looks precisely
at the edited workspace area. Second, as users’ arm or body movements are not observable, remote collaboration
gives fewer visual cues about users’ actions, although past research has shown that this can be remedied to a
certain extent [6, 22]. Third, remote groupware would require other means for sensing visual attention, which
can range from crude measures of user presence to fine-grained eye tracking data. However, less straightforward
is the extension to asynchronous collaboration, as the access types we described are based on concurrent visual
attention situations.
In fact, the concepts of groupware and collaboration alone can imply sustained interactions within a defined set
of users with pre-established roles, an assumption that might not hold valid in other settings such as spontaneous,
brief and anonymous interactions with urban displays in public space (e.g., [19, 31, 42, 44]). These settings
often involve larger displays, many transitory users and ephemeral content that might not be as personal or
persistent as in groupware. At the same time, previous studies acknowledge the role of public visibility of actions
in preventing inappropriate content from anonymous users [19] and observe that users can still feel ownership
of the content they create for public displays [44]. Yet we are not aware of any prototype that flexibly handles
user input based on the visual attention or the presence of others in the public space. Applications in this domain
would require alternative technical solutions for identifying users and sensing visual attention as instrumented
solutions (e.g., markers, eye trackers) can be impractical.
We also limited our scope to awareness as facilitated by visual perception. This was informed by the fact that
the interactions with our applications relied on visual monitoring to be perceived; manual (touch and pen) input
is visually observable through arm movements and the output provided by the system is visual. However, other
interfaces can enable interaction using different modalities such as speech input or audio feedback. Input and
output in other modalities would require different measures of awareness. For example, the system can utilize
proximity information to infer whether a user hears another user’s speech input.
Finally, as with every exploratory study, there are limitations to what we can claim. The user study we
conducted was oriented towards gathering data about user preferences and motivations for visual attention-based
access, rather than quantifying its performance. Further work will be required to assess visual attention-based
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access in comparison to traditional access models in realistic use settings. Nonetheless, our work points to a
number of user motivations and design considerations for future work to build on.

7

CONCLUSION

We proposed the concept of visual attention-based access as a form of a contextual access control model that
manages access based on who visually attends to an action or an interface element. Based on insights from
previous work, we highlighted that different approaches to awareness, namely relying on self-organization
and access control, place different demands on users’ visual attention. Visual attention-based access provides
a contextual switch between these two approaches by relying on self-organization when users visually attend
to an action and restricting access when they don’t, in a way working around the trade-off between individual
power and awareness [17, 22].
The user study provided us with data about access preferences for different types of actions and uncovered
different motivations for utilizing different access types. We observed that in addition to preventing conflicts,
visual attention-based access can be employed to ease keeping track of the workspace and direct others’ attention.
Visual attention-based access has been perceived as convenient but also uncertain, a finding that calls for various
design measures to be explored in future work. Overall, our work contributes to a more detailed understanding
of utilizing visual attention and awareness data as a real-time input in groupware.
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